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Our AGM was held at 
Clumber Park Hotel on 
Monday 12th March with 
our final Council Meeting 
taking place beforehand. 
 
COUNCIL MEETING 
 
1. Apologies: David Boylan 
 
Minutes of the last meeting 
were accurate and agreed. 
 
2. Loaders Course:  
Andy Kirkland (AK) gave a 
report on progress with the 
upcoming course, so far six 
had booked. The recent ad-
vert in Pull had led to one 
person booking onto the 
course. AK indicated that 
there would be a least one 
course this year. 
A discussion followed re-
garding other loading 
courses available. 
  
3. Coaching Conference: 
John Robinson (JR) outlined 
discussions he had had with 
David Boylan (DB) regard-
ing progress on the Confer-
ence project. John Cullinan 
(JC) circulated an outline of 
the day prepared by DB and 
spoke on the main principles 
guiding DB’s work on the 
project. 
The meeting discussed the 
principles but there were   
concerns regarding where to 
pitch the content. It was 
agreed it must be relevant to 
the target group, but  make 
sure the content has the ca-
pacity to stretch both the 
Level 1 attendees and those 
who are already Level 2/3. 
There was some discussion 
regarding the CPSA Confer-
ences at St. George’s Park. 
They were successful the 
first year but significantly 
fewer coaches attended 
thereafter and then the 
CPSA gave up the idea. 
Council discussed the struc-

ture of the day and the need 
to blend classroom discus-
sion and networking with 
practical on-range sessions. 
JR told the meeting that we 
need to consider the follow-
ing: 
Relevant subjects and top-
ics. 
Expect to start small scale 
and to build the project. 
Use the experience and his-
tory of members to tell their 
story of progression. 
Simon Arbuckle (SA) told 
the meeting that he felt 
there was a great difference 
between a Level 1 instructor 
and a Level 2 coach and 
bridging the gap was the 
challenge. 
Council agreed with this 
premise and the need to 
bridge this gap gave us an 
opportunity. 
Malcolm Plant (MP) stated 
that he finds it difficult to 
think what specific topics 
would be relevant to L1  
instructors  seeking to gain 
L2, other than the type of 
modules we used to provide 
from Sports Coach UK, 
which sadly are  no longer 
available. 
Keith Stoker (KS) informed 
Council that coaching club 
shooters is very different to 
coaching competition shoot-
ers who have a completely 
different mentality and ex-
pectation. 
JR suggested four modules 
for the day with two on 
range and two in the class-
room. 
We should look at next 
March (2019) to deliver a 
Coaching Conference. 
 
4. Visits: 
Paul Dancer (PD) outlined 
the progress on the visit to 
Midcounties Blacking Ltd 
in Litchfield. PD is also 
talking with Longthorne 
Gunmakers and hopes to 
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arrange a visit in the not too 
distant future. 
A visit to the Royal Armour-
ies is still expected to be 
arranged once the situation 
regarding the deactivation of 
weapons has been clarified 
or resolved. 
 
5. Membership: 
JC gave a brief report on 
membership, and advised 
there had been resignations 
due to retirement. 
KS presented three applica-
tions for consideration. 
Council agreed all three 
applications. 
 
6. Shooting Shows: 
MP reported on the success-
ful Great British Shooting 
Show at the NEC.  
Some concerns regarding 
signage and the provision of 
catering. There were some 
hiccups, as is to be expected 
moving to a new venue, but 
it was thought perhaps the 
NEC did not fully under-
stand the popularity of 
shooting and the vast audi-
ence the show would attract. 
The Institute has a stand at 
the Northern Shooting Show 
in May and MP asked if 
“northern” members could 
help. 
It was suggested that the 
Institute could attend the 
CPSA Coaches Day (Zoli 
Day) in December, those 
attending are our target audi-
ence regarding membership. 
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Membership applications and transfers 

received since our last newsletter were 

considered by Council. The following 

have accepted the grades offered. 

New ASSOCIATES 

Richard Stirland 

Stephen Akers 

Stephen Bickley 

Gwyn Llewelyn Bevan 

Please remember you the members are 

NEW MEMBERS AND TRANSFERS 

The minutes of the previous meeting 
had been circulated in the newsletter 
to all members . 
 
Matters Arising: 

MP explained that close to 65% of the 
membership was made up of Associ-
ate members. 
The AGM at Sporting Targets did not 
attract many more members to attend 
but some from the south attended. 
Overall the numbers attending AGMs 
is a good proportion of the member-
ship. 
Minutes were proposed by MA and 
seconded by Steve Spiers. 
The meeting unanimously accepted 
the minutes. 
 
Chairman’s Report: 

MP delivered his report. (Prior to the 

meeting a copy of the report was circu-
lated to all attending members.) 
Note: the full report is available in the 
‘Members’ section of the ICSI website. 
The report was accepted by MA and 
seconded by PD. 
The meeting unanimously accepted the 
report. 
 
Accounts: 

Copies of the accounts were circulated  
during the meeting and MP guided the 
attendees through the accounts. 
There were no questions regarding the 
report. 
The Financial Report and Accounts 
were proposed by MA and seconded 
by Stephen Williams. 
The  meeting unanimously accepted 
the Report and Accounts. 
 
Election of Council: 

MA took the Chair for the election of 
the Chairman and Council.  
PD proposed and SA seconded the 

proposal. With no further nominations 
MP was duly returned as Chairman. 
MA indicated that he would like to 
stand down as President next year, or as 
soon as he relinquishes his shooting 
business. 
Taking the Chair, MP proposed nomi-
nating the present council en bloc. 
There were no objections and Roger 
Hill (RH) proposed and MA seconded 
the proposal. 
The meeting unanimously agreed and 
the Council was elected en bloc. 
 
Any Other Business:  

PD outlined the proposals for the visit 
to Midcounties Blacking Ltd. 
PD announced that the new Firearms 
Directive had, that day, been published 
and takes effect from 28th June 1018. 
 
Date of the next AGM: 11th March 
2019. Venue: TBA. 
  

2018 AGM 

The Institute and you are out there to 

set the standard. Please make the ef-

fort and be proactive, and if you have 

any ideas, suggestions, or questions, 

please phone Keith Stoker, Registrar, 

on 0191 3842499. Your ideas and/or 

suggestions will be put before the 

Council at the next Council Meeting. 

(You will be given their response.) 

 

Please read our “Articles of Constitu-

tion” and “Codes of Conduct”. Any 

queries regarding their content or in-

terpretation ring the Registrar for clari-

fication. 

Associate members wishing to be con-

sidered for transfer should note that 

they must be able to satisfy Council 

they have a broad  experience of shoot-

ing instruction. We require a minimum 

of five years experience after passing a 

governing body L1 qualification and a 

senior or advanced award from a gov-

erning body for Council to consider a 

transfer request. 

(Continued from page 1) 

ANNUAL GENERAL  MEETING 

2018 AGM  - Presentation by John Robinson 

John opened the discussion by asking 

members to think about questions they 

ought to be asking: 

Game shooting and coaching  on a 

game shooting day 

The Birmingham Commonwealth 

Games 

Institute Conference 

Birmingham Commonwealth 

Games:  
John is due to fly the Gold Cost with 

the Shooting Team at the end of March 

for the games. It was recently an-

nounced that the Birmingham Games 

would not include any shooting events. 

The meeting condemned this for the 

following reasons: 

Birmingham has long been the home 

of the British Gun Trade and still 

hosts many gunsmiths, gun makers 

and the Birmingham Proof House. 

By not holding shooting events this is  

betrayal of the history and heritage of 

Birmingham. 

Smaller Commonwealth nations can 

often send a shooting team but are 

not able to support other sports due to 

their size, economies or culture. The 

Commonwealth Games gave them 

one or two opportunities to partici-

pate in multi-sports games. 

The perception of shooting as an elite 

sport is wrong and needs to be ad-

dressed. 

The idea that the age profile of shoot-

ing at elite level is too high is incor-

rect and needs to be addressed. 

The BSSC is looking at the reasons 

behind this decision and it is hoped that 

even if Birmingham does not reverse 

its decision, that shooting can be part 

of future games. 

                            ( Continued on page 3 ) 
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2018 AGM  - Presentation by John Robinson 

British Shooting Structure:  

In response to a request John outlined 

the structure of GB/UK and English 

shooting. For the Commonwealth 

Games the UK will have four home 

nation teams, England, Scotland, 

Wales and Northern Ireland. 

For the Commonwealth Games, Scot-

land, Wales and Northern Ireland have 

their own funding, whilst England is 

funded from British Shooting Team 

GB which covers everything - pistol, 

rifle and shotgun. 

There are different levels of funding 

based on expected medal gains. It cov-

ers just the Olympic disciplines. The 

identification and support for British 

and English shooting athletes has four 

main phases: 

1.Identification: talent spotted and in-

vited to attend. 

2.Talent Pathway: for those who show 

potential, regional courses, self-

funded and required if you wish to 

progress. 

3.Academy: Coaching, lottery funding 

and have to perform. 

4.Podium: For those who have best 

chance of producing an Olympic 

medal. Lottery funding and ISSF 

coaches. 

Drugs and Shooting:  

Discussion followed regarding drugs 

and the system of drug testing. It is the 

athletes’ responsibility to make sure 

they are free of banned substances, 

illegal or otherwise, before and during 

competition. John outlined the systems 

and processes for drug testing and the 

therapeutic use exemptions process. 

Questions were asked regarding alco-

hol and team behaviour. John stressed 

the responsibility lay with the athletes 

to give themselves the very best chance 

to win a medal, and he was supporting 

athletes to that.  

Future Conference for Institute 

Members: 

One of the principal aims of the Insti-

tute is the continuous professional de-

velopment of its members. Many of the 

visits organised provide opportunities 

for members to develop their knowl-

edge and understanding of  a variety of 

aspects of the shooting industry. Mem-

bers were asked their views regarding 

the topics that might feature as part of 

a one-day conference. 

The majority of views focused on the 

transition from Level 1 instructing to 

Level 2 coaching. Most agreed that this 

step was massive; little is known by L1 

instructors regarding the knowledge, 

experience and skills needed to make 

the transition until they attend the 

CPSA courses. Discussions followed 

regarding how this could be addressed, 

including the use of mentoring or 

working with an experienced L2/L3 

coach. 

If a conference was organised the fol-

lowing were suggested as suitable top-

ics: 

gun fit 

pattern plate work 

styles and techniques of shooting 

methods of shooting (all 3 methods) 

how to approach a target 

competitive mental approach 

personal profiling of clients 

gun mounting - correctly 

diagnostics - why and causes 

planning lessons 

diet 

John led a discussion on the skill sets 

needed by a coach and how to work 

with clients to get the best from each 

lesson. Members were informed that 

these and other topics would be dis-

cussed and they would be called upon 

again for their input and opinions. 

Game Shoots and Coaching: 

A discussion followed regarding 

coaching on game days and the phe-

nomenon of large bird shoots and high 

bird shoots. The meeting was con-

cerned that bags of 400, 500 and even 

1000 bird days are doing harm and 

giving ammunition to those who op-

pose field sports. It was felt that all 

coaches have a duty to educate clients 

and landowners regarding the morality 

of putting on shoots where the bag has 

no market or value, or where the shoot-

ing will not produce a clean kill.  Some 

discussion took place regarding the 

ballistics of cartridges and the patterns 

they produce over 50 metres.  

( Continued from page 2 ) 

Group of members at AGM 
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 The British Shooting Show 

The 10th British Shooting Show  was 

held at The NEC Birmingham on Fri-

day 16th, Saturday 17th and Sunday 

18th February. With the increasing 

attendances at Stoneleigh this move to 

the NEC was probably a good decision.   

When we arrived at the show to set up 

we discovered that we had been allo-

cated a corner stand on one of the main 

gangways. 

We have become quite adept and prac-

ticed at setting up our stand at the fairs, 

but as soon as we started to unpack our 

display material we realised we had a 

problem. We did not have enough wall 

space to display our collection of post-

ers and advice boards that encourage 

visitors to stop and ask advice. 

Another unexpected problem quickly 

became apparent once the fair was 

opened and started to fill up with the 

public. As visitor numbers increased 

the gangways became very congested 

and many of them started to cut 

through the corner of our stand as a 

shortcut off the main gangway. 

As in previous fairs a presentation area 

is now set up and daily presentations  

on a wide range of subjects are given. 

 

The Northern Shooting Show 

The 3rd Northern Shooting Show was 

held at the Yorkshire Events Centre at 

Harrogate on Saturday 12th and Sun-

day 13th May 2018. 

Again this year we were in the Exhibi-

tion Hall which was opened in June 

2017 at a cost of £11.5m.. 

The show is now so well attended that 

a large exhibition marquee was also 

required to cope with the large number 

of exhibitors now attending.  

Our stand was manned by Malcolm 

Plant, Jason Rowntree, Stephen Daw-

son and Keith Stoker. 

As at the NEC many more exhibitors 

are wishing to attend the show.  

We were in early to man the stand on the 

show days and even then the public car 

parks were filling up. Later visitors com-

plained about traffic problems. 

CPSA as in previous years had a 

coaching line and we had visitors to 

our stand who had “had a go” and were 

now looking to take up clay shooting. 

They came to us to find a local coach 

and /or local shooting ground in the 

north. 

Similar to the NEC, Saturday visitors 

tend to be shooters looking for advice 

and help with problems; Sunday visi-

tors tend to be families wishing to try 

shooting and want to find their local 

ground. 

We were invited again this year to 

contribute and Malcolm accepted. 

Malcolm's topic this year was, “What 

to expect from a good shooting les-

son”. On both days he attracted a full 

audience. 

Our stand this year was manned by 

Andrew Kirkland, Malcolm Plant, 

John Cullinan, Paul Dancer, David 

Boylan and Keith Stoker. 

We were kept busy as usual with 

members calling for a chat and/or to 

pay their annual subs. 

We hope the many people to whom 

we provided information on where to 

find their local ICSI instructor actually 

did make the effort to make contact 

and now shoot much better.  

If any member has gained a client 

from the information we provided 

please let us know.  

Even better if you have qualified as a 

coach and are considering joining 

ICSI. 
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On Monday 23rd April 2018 a group of  

twelve Institute members visited Mid-

counties Blacking at Litchfield. 

The company was established five 

years ago and specialises in light engi-

neering and metal fabrication work and 

also offers services to the UK firearms 

trade. 

The company has mainly focused on 

the repair, rebuilding and recondition-

ing of all types of firearms. 

The company has, over the years, also 

earned an excellent reputation within 

the trade for its specialist high quality 

blacking services. 

It was this blacking process that we 

were particularly interested in seeing. 

Darren Hartshorne Gunsmith and Di-

rector had advised that due to the lim-

ited workshop space available he could 

not accommodate a large party. To 

resolve this the party was split into two 

groups. Those living  the nearest  took 

the morning slot and those travelling 

the furthest took the afternoon.  

The groups  met for lunch at a local 

pub.  

Darren started the visit by talking us 

through the many services they offer. 

Unlike other gunsmiths Darren can 

offer a full service on the interior and 

exterior of the gun. 

Action tightening, re-jointing, dent 

removal, loose barrels on the action, 

top lever going past its centre, gun 

opening after the first shot, and many 

other problems Darren can resolve. 

A full service and repair starts with 

disassembling every part of the gun. 

Game Loading Course 

Our 5th Loading Course was held on 

1st June 2018 at Doveridge Shooting 

Ground. 

Feedback forms the candidates are 

asked to complete after the course 

stated: 

“Excellent content and value” 

“Well done, top course” 

“Excellent course” 

“Best course for a long time” 

“An excellent course, good balance of 

theoretical and practical input, well 

presented and run”. 

Attending candidates from left to right 

are shown below. 

Lee Wilcoxson, Gwyn Bevan, Adrian Higginbottom, Stephen Bickley, Michael Hudson, Nick Simpson.   

Midcounties Blacking 

Institute members visiting Midcounties Blacking 

                          ( Continued on page 6) 
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Registrar’s Column 

You might have noticed in the News in 

Brief column on the front page of this 

newsletter that our year was completed 

by a visit to Longthorne Gunmakers. 

We first visited Longthorne in Septem-

ber 2012 at Hesketh Bank, Preston, this 

second visit was to their new manufac-

turing facility in Northampton. 

An article on this visit and notes of  our 

last Council meeting of the year, also 

in September, will appear in our next 

newsletter. 

Our attendance at the British and 

Northern Shooting Shows I believe is 

very important. We meet many of our 

members at both shows and hopefully 

also encourage some non-shooters to 

take up our sport.   

Shooters and non-shooters visit our 

stand. Existing shooters looking for 

advice and non-shooters wishing to 

start shooting and need to find a local 

ground and/or coach in their area. 

The first British Shooting Show was 

held at Newark in 2009. In 2013 the 

fifth British Shooting Show moved  to 

Stoneleigh. The tenth, this year, moved 

to the NEC. 

In 2016 the new Northern Shooting 

Show was launched and is held at the 

Yorkshire Event Centre at Harrogate. 

The Institute has had a presence at all 

these shows and at each successive 

show the visitor numbers increase. It 

goes to show how popular our sport 

has become.  

Like yourselves at this time of the year 

my client list contains more looking 

for help for game shooting than those 

trying to improve their clay shooting. 

Hi Keith, I start shooting in two 

weeks, can you fit me in ASAP!  KS 

Chairman’s Column 

A new national training course is being 

introduced by the police for Firearms 

Enquiry Officers, which is intended to 

bring consistency to the firearms li-

censing process across the country. 

It will obviously take some time for 

the training process to be undertaken 

on a widespread basis, but the Council 

of the Institute is keen to get your feed-

back as the shotgun licensing system is 

updated. 

Through the Institute’s involvement 

with the British Shooting Sports Coun-

cil we will share any comments with 

the other major shooting organisations, 

for action , if required. 

The exceedingly slow process of dis-

cussions between the Home Office, the 

medical profession, the police and 

shooting organisations continues to 

address the involvement of GPs in the 

licensing of firearms. As before, one 

major central topic of debate is that of 

payment of a fee for the GPs’ contribu-

tion of the process. 

I am sorry to report that no real pro-

gress has been made and we continue 

to see wide discrepancies in the cost 

and response of GPs’ activity. 

Again I would encourage members to 

let us know of any major problems. 

We may not be able to solve an imme-

diate problem but the information con-

tributes to knowledge base for ap-

proaches to be made to the Home Of-

fice. 

During the first half of the year the 

Institute has had stands at the British 

Shooting Show at the NEC in the 

Midlands and at the Northern Shoot-

ing Show at Harrogate. 

Both exhibitions are developing ex-

tremely well with good attendances 

and this is reflected in the interest of 

visitors to our stand looking for shoot-

ing advice and coaching contacts. 

Our display themes of “gun-fit”, 

“master eye” and “find a local coach” 

are well received! 

Following the introduction of the new 

GDPR data protection regime in May 

this year, we provide our data protec-

tion policy statement on the Institute 

website. 

Good coaching and keep your head on 

the stock! MP 

Midcounties Blacking 

Each part is then inspected and 

cleaned using their ultrasonic cleaning 

facility. Parts requiring repair can be 

TIG welded and then machined back 

to the required original factory specifi-

cation.  

Darren showed us a side-by-side 

which he had just completed. It came 

in with a broken top lever requiring all 

the work mentioned above. It was a 

perfect example to demonstrate his 

skill as a gunsmith; the gun literally 

“looked as good as new”.  

Darren can finish a gun to any of four 

finishes. Matt, Factory, Traditional or 

High Gloss. Whatever the finish speci-

fied the metal has to be prepared to that 

finish before blacking. 

His standard service is between four to 

six weeks. Depending on workload he 

can offer a fast track for a small extra 

charge. 

We finished our visit by moving up-

stairs to very well stocked gun room. 

(Picture on the left on page 5.)  

Darren had a very large selection of 

shotguns and riffles in stock that would 

suit all tastes and disciplines.  

His stock of shooting equipment, and 

ammunition would satisfy both clay 

and game shooters alike. 

A fabulous visit enjoyed by all mem-

bers present.  

I would like to thank Darren on behalf 

of our members who visited his com-

pany. We all came away with a much 

better informed knowledge of the skills 

of a professional gunsmith.        

 

(Continued from page 5) 


